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I

HADN'T SLEPT for more than 40 hours, and there I
was having difficulty going to sleep. While this may
sound incongruous, there was a reasonable explanation.
I had just completed a project which had occupied my
mind for more than a year . . . I had just landed after a

record making flight, had been greeted by good friends
and a corps of media representatives, so my adrenalin
was still running high. Because my excitement was taking some time to run down, I exercised my mind by reviewing the events which led me to a hotel room in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 2nd day of July, 1978.
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My predicament goes back one year, to June 1977,
when I had the delightful opportunity of helping Harold
Allsop fly off the time on his brand new Tri-Zenith. It

was a beautiful aircraft, built by Harold from a Zenair
kit, and it was attracting considerable attention in the
Toronto, Ontario area.

Harold's Tri-Zenith was the first aircraft built to
Chris Heintz's new design. Chris Heintz, you will remember, is the designer who, together with his partner
Gerry Boudreau, electrified the 1976 EAA Convention

by supervising the construction of a two seat Zenith.

The Zenith was built by volunteers in seven days, test
flown on the eighth day, and flown home by Heintz on
the ninth day.
The Tri-Zenith is the three seat brother of the
Zenith, an all metal, low wing aircraft for which a 45c/r
premanufactured kit is available. Allsop's Tri-Z is powered by a 150 hp Lycoming engine which gives a very
respectable 140 mph cruise. Flying Harold's aircraft was

a delight, and a trouble free 50 hours were flown off
quickly in order to have the aircraft at the 1977 EAA
Convention.
It was while I was flying this first Tri-Z that a plan
began to hatch in my mind. Here was a relatively large
aircraft, a strong aircraft sharing much of the family
lineage of the aerobatic two seat Zenith, and an aircraft
with docile, safe flying characteristics.
I have always been an admirer of the grand gentlemen who pioneered aviation and demonstrated, at considerable risk, the practicality of the a i r p l a n e —
Lindbergh, Balchen, Dickens, McCurdy. We, in the

EAA, have Paul Poberezny, Don Taylor, Steve Wittman,

and a host of others. All EAAers are in the business of
promoting aviation from the grass roots, so why couldn't
I, a member of EAA since 1957, add my contribution to
the efforts of so many diligent EAA workers? Well, why
not!
Planning how to contribute is dictated by the resources available — the vehicles, your skills, and the
help that can be mustered. Bill Pomeroy, of Toronto,
elected to build an RV-3; this sleek little aircraft just
cried out for a speed record. So, in July 1976, Bill established a speed record for an aircraft in the "under 500
kg." class — 198.44 mph. In my case, thoughts germinated more towards distance; the Tri-Z is a large, practical aircraft not designed for world class speed records.
So, how about a non-stop flight from the Pacific to the
Atlantic ocean.
Being a Canadian, such a plan meant a flight from
Vancouver, British Columbia, to, as a m i n i m u m ,
Halifax, Nova Scotia — a great circle distance of 2750
statute miles. Here I almost faltered; such a distance
dictated horrendous fuel quantities, a staggering weight,
and a frightening time in flight. However, nothing ventured, nothing gained, as the saying goes.
Obviously, the first point to establish was whether
the Tri-Zenith could carry the load under the demanding
flight conditions. Who better to ask than the designer
who lived only ten miles away? When first confronted
with the proposal, Chris Heintz frowned; he is in the
homebuilt aircraft business to provide a simple, safe aircraft to the homebuilder. I think he realized quickly
though, that if I could succeed, the flight would prove
his design philosophy better than a thousand brochures.

So his frown disappeared, and a glow of challenge lit up

his face.

After a few days, Chris got back to me with the reassurance that his calculations confirmed the aircraft
could safely be operated at the gross weights I was anticipating. Furthermore, by incorporating a simple wing
modification and using the fuselage volume, sufficient
fuel capacity could be found. I was elated — the first
hurdle had been leaped.
Where to build the aircraft, being an apartment
dweller, was quickly decided when Chris offered me
room in his shop. Not only was I to be close to the
source of material components, the shop is completely
equipped and I would be building under the careful
scrutiny of Gerry Boudreau, Chris Heintz's partner. I
have a great deal of respect for Gerry, and he is one of
those capable men who can make a difficult job easy.
Gerry was the driving force who maintained the building continuity of the 8 day wonder built at the '76 EAA
Convention.
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Red Morris at Oshkosh '78.

While carrying out the initial planning for the flight,
I knew I had two particular stumbling blocks which had
to be overcome before it was worthwhile even starting to

build. In Canada, homebuilt aircraft are limited to a

gross weight of 1975 Ibs. With the extra fuel I would require, I anticipated that my weight prior to take off
would approach 2500 Ibs. Obviously, I would have to obtain official clearance to operate my Tri-Z at this higher
weight. Also, in Canada, a homebuilt is not permitted to
operate under IFR conditions. Because I couldn't visualize flying for twenty hours across 2800 miles without
encountering weather which would require IFR flight, I
considered it wise to have our Department of Transport
give me a single occasion waiver to the IFR prohibition.
I volunteered to equip my Tri-Z strictly in accordance
with the regulations governing certificated aircraft. I

waited, and I waited, and I waited for the Department's

reply.
In the meantime, I set about trying to encourage
sponsorship for what was certain to be an expensive undertaking. While I was successful in gaining the valuable support of three companies, as Don Taylor of
around the world T-18 fame will attest, it was not easy.
Zenair Ltd., Chris Heintz's company, contributed in
many ways including kit assistance, use of facilities and
equipment and, of particular value, the support of Chris
and Gerry Boudreau in my many tussles with officialdom. The Pepsi Cola Company of Canada stepped in
bravely to assure that I wouldn't be hustled off to debtor's prison before the project was completed. And, to
ensure I could keep my word in properly equipping the
aircraft for IFR, Edo-Aire provided me with the complete complement of radio, some instrumentation, and,
valuable beyond measure, a Century I wing leveller
which eased the load of fuel transfer. With this kind of
willing assistance I now knew we had a fighting chance.
Six weeks had gone by without acknowledgement
from the Department of Transport, and I was nearing
the deadline at which I just had to start building in
order to be ready for the target date of 1 July 1978 —
Canada Day. So on the 15th of November metal was cut.
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Those of you who watched or helped to assemble the
"8 day wonder" will know that construction of the
Zenith aircraft from the premanufactured kit is a

straight forward, uncomplicated task. Nevertheless, I
had planned six months for the construction phase. Here
again I was uncommonly fortunate in gaining the assistance of Doug Holtby, one of these young tigers who believes there is nothing else in life but to fly. Doug was

the main reason I was able to maintain the building
schedule as planned.

The question of how I would accommodate the fuel
requirement was a nagging question. Sitting down with
Chris Heintz and Gerry Boudreau for some serious
thought, I was amazed at how a difficult task can be
eased. My estimates concluded that I would need 170
Imperial gallons (200 U.S.), and this would be put into
an aircraft designed for two tanks taking a total of 30

gallons. An examination of the plans and a little figuring revealed that with the simple modification of relocating one wing rib and adding one rib, each wing
would accept two more standard 15 gallon tanks. I now
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The Pepsi Challenger with main feathers attached — feel-

ing the itch for flight.

had 90 gallons. The remaining 80 gallons could be contained in two fuselage tanks — a rear seat tank containing 56 gallons and a co-pilot seat tank taking a further
24 gallons. While I would be surrounded by fuel, at least
I had sufficient to carry out the flight.
Another design consideration entered the picture at

this stage. Because I am blessed with a fickle back, I

had concern for how I would handle prolonged sitting

while chained to the seat. Discussions with the Ontario
Crippled Childrens Association provided some very help-

ful hints. The one which proved most useful suggested
that I design a seat which could adjust for a measure of

tilt — about 12-13 degrees. Knowing that cockpit space

would be at a premium I was concerned that space
would not permit this luxury. I needn't have been. When

you have the support of a master of improvisation like
Gerry Boudreau you state the requirement, let it germinate for a day or two, and out pops an eminently simple
and practical solution. How I learned to admire that

man's genius! The seat problem was solved by a front
pivot and locking mechanism while the back fitting
moved fore and aft in a retaining channel. This seat
movement had an impact though on the design of the

rear tank, which had to have a slope to allow for the
twelve degree tilt.

All these thoughts and the preliminary building activity were taking place while I was jostling the authorities for the waiver authorizations. Finally, after
three months and many phone calls, I received word

that I would be granted permission to operate overweight but, under no circumstances would I be permitted to fly under IFR conditions because "the aircraft has

not been designed and constructed throughout in accordance with an accepted airworthiness standard. To proceed otherwise would jeopardize the safety of other traffic enroute." In my opinion this was not too enlightened
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After locating the errant tank, a sealant is applied.
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a viewpoint. I wrote back with my opinion and the

statement that I would not jeopardize sponsor's money

or the time and effort needed to attempt this record
flight solely under VFR conditions. You must remember
that in Canada VFR flight above cloud (or 1000 on top)

is not permitted. Fortunately, I did have the support and
assistance of my Regional DOT office, and they were instrumental in gaining a reversal of the Ottawa Headquarters decision.
So, now, the coast was clear; necessary approvals
were in hand, the aircraft was nearing completion, and
the special equipment provided by Edo-Aire was beginning to arrive. As a precaution, I planned to have the
engine, electrical and radio installations carried out professionally. This was started at the beginning of April

1978.
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A mock-up of the fuselage tanks with the special reclining
seat designed by Gerry Boudreau.

While these installations were taking place, I borrowed Harold Allsop's Tri-Zenith and flew to the Chino
Fly-In. This was a welcome diversion from the preparation of my own aircraft, and gave me the opportunity of
assisting Chris Heintz in his promotion of the Zenith
series of homebuilts. It is rewarding to me to know that
some 200 Zenith aircraft are under construction in the
U.S., and within the next year or two many should be
making their appearance at Oshkosh. Canada and the
U.S. are only two of the seventeen countries in which
Zenith aircraft are under construction.
Arriving home from Chino, I was very disappointed
with the progress of the engine and electrical installation. What should have taken approximately four weeks
was stretching into nine weeks. The first flight date had
to be postponed, and the test flight schedule had to be
revamped.
The DOT had asked for a more demanding test flight
program than normally confronts a homebuilt aircraft
so, I drew up a flight test schedule. In addition to flights
which confirmed the flight characteristics, the fuel
flows, and equipment operation, I was required to demonstrate overgross weight operation using sand bag
ballast. Chris Heintz and I went to an ex-military base
which had six thousand feet of runway and set about
loading and weighing the Tri-Zenith. Chris picked out
the tree at which he thought I should be airborne. We
were both pleasantly surprised when C-GOVK became
airborne much earlier than he had estimated.
Mind you, I had installed 180 healthy horses up
front, and they all pulled together. Without too much
urging the aircraft gently took to the air in about two
thousand feet. Even at 2500 Ibs., the bird was solid but
very responsive. After completing the climb test, which
saw me climb through 9000 feet in 23 minutes at the
700 Ibs. overgross, my apprehensions had disappeared
and I returned to land. During the landing, the last
thing I wanted was to land hard with all that weight. So
I established a long, straight in approach with 15 mph
extra speed, rounded out a foot or two above the runway, and let the speed decay until she wanted to touch
down. Again, the aircraft was so docile she surprised
me, and touched down a scant 5 mph above the normal
stall of 55 mph.
I had chosen the 0-360, 180 hp version of the Lycoming because I wanted the extra power to lug my overgross bird up to the m i n i m u m altitude of 9500 feet
within the eighty miles I had before reaching the first
mountain range. While the Tri-Zenith is designed to accept 125-180 hp, I find Allsop's 150 hp version the delightful compromise. Despite which engine I installed,
one of my chief concerns for a long range flight was
what oil consumption problems could I expect. Would I
require an additional oil header tank? Talking with
Lycoming I was assured that, if in good condition, the
engine should operate for the twenty hours on the internal 8 quart capacity. During the test flight program, I
monitored oil consumption closely and found, despite the
rigorous conditions, that only one quart was consumed
in 30 hours. Lycoming was right, I should have no difficulty.
With the test flight program complete, all equipment
functioning properly, and with one hundred dollars
worth of flight and ferry permits in hand, it was time to
head westward to Vancouver.
During the flight to Vancouver I encountered two
problems which had not reared their ugly heads during
the flight test stage. An electrical problem was causing
the alternator to drop off line. While it would reset for
varying lengths of time, the ammeter would always return to indicate a discharge. Also, I found the seat was
causing me considerable discomfort. Despite the 4 inches
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Doug Holtby, one of the prime builders of C-GOVK, applies
zinc chromate to ward against the sea air.
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Mike Davenport supplements his observer duties by helping
Crew Chief Gerry Boudreau, right, fix the alternator problems.
Stu Hicks, left, watches closely.
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Robbie Hughes, official FAI observer at the destination, retrieving the recording barograph from the author.
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of foam, one of the bars was impinging upon my tailbone. For some reason I had not encountered this problem during the test flying.
When I arrived at Vancouver after two days on the

road, I was apprehensive that the difficulties might force

a postponement of the flight which was planned for
Canada's birthday, 1 July, two days hence. I was pleasantly surprised though, to see Crew Chief Gerry Boudreau had arrived safely by CP Air, and he was there
marshalling me in to park.
Being early evening, we decided to bed the aircraft
down and attack the problems first thing in the morning.
Next morning, 30 June, we discovered an unserviceable voltage regulator which, being solid state, had to be
replaced by a new one. Also, the alternator brushes were
sticking in their housing so a friendly DOT technician
volunteered to clean up this problem. Replacing the regulator and the alternator, I did a quick test flight. Everything was working well so I returned quickly to get
on with preparing the aircraft for tomorrow's take off.
Without the EAA organization my flight would have
been considerably more difficult. Chapter 85 is based at
Delta, just outside of Vancouver, and its members volunteered many services. Mike Davenport was of immense help as he corralled weighing scales needed in
preparation for an official record flight. His wife Joyce,
and their daughter polished the aircraft until it was like
a slippery pig. EAA Canada Headquarters is in Vancouver, and President "Gogi" Goguillot — of replica
WWI fighter fame — offered me the help of his
homebuilding supply business, Sport Aviation Corporation.
It was now 4:00 p.m. and we were all looking forward to a good dinner and a little sleep before the 3:00
a.m. wake up call. All that was left to do was fill the
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The cluttered cockpit as it appeared prior to take-off; 54 gallon tank in the rear with 26 gallon tank in the co-pilot position.

tanks in preparation for an early morning weigh-in.

Gerry set about fueling the Tri-Z while I went into the
office to check over some maps. Darned if we weren't
jolted by another problem. Despite all the precautions to
pressure test the tanks prior to installation, and despite
my use of the tanks during the test flying stage, a leak
now became painfully evident. Because the constant
trickle was coming from the wing root, it was impossible
to isolate which of the eight tanks was the offender.
At this point, Lawrence Adams, publisher of Canadian Homebuilt Aircraft magazine and with us to film a
documentary, approached Gerry Boudreau with a microphone and asked the simple question, "Have you got a
fuel leak?" Hoping to get an on-the-spot quote of the
problem, he was unprepared for the icy look and the unquotable reply.
Now came the laborious task of defueling the tanks
prior to removing them singly until the leak was located. Once again, despite the onset of evening, local
Chapter 85 members rallied around to help Gerry Boudreau. "Gogi" slipped back to his shop to locate some tank
sealant which could do the job with an exterior application.
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Making final preparations prior to the official weigh-in.

Realizing I was of little help, Gerry sent me packing

for some sleep. I wasn't optimistic about an early morning take off so necessary to avoid the mountain turbulence expected later in the day. However, to my great

surprise, Gerry awoke me at about 10:30 in the evening
with the wonderful news that the fuel leak had been located, repaired, and the aircraft had been refueled and
was waiting. God bless for small mercies, and an unflappable Crew Chief
The phone rang at 3:30 a.m. to announce THE day.
Quickly we were off for breakfast, and out to the airport.
In typical west coast fashion there was an overcast condition which obscured the top half of the mountains, but

visibility below was good.
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Red Morris extracting his tired body from the cockpit after
22 hours, 43 minutes of flight.

A trip to the weather office revealed an unbelievable
situation. Once I cleared the valley cloud I could expect
VFR conditions across the entire country. I wasn't about
to look a gift horse in the mouth, so I thanked the
weatherman and rushed back to the aircraft.
When I arrived, everyone was waiting, including the
official observer, Mike Davenport, for me to hop in the

aircraft for the official weigh-in. Mike had already sealed
all my gas tank covers and applied his signature to certify for my observer at the other end that the tanks had
not been opened. We sealed and installed the barograph.

Bidding farewell to all my well-wishers, I taxied out
gingerly with all that weight, 2718 Ibs., burdening the
structure. At 07:30 on 1 July 1978, I was airborne enroute for Halifax, Nova Scotia, some 2800 miles away.
The cloud had become a broken condition by now
and, despite the extreme load, I was able to climb
straight out, gaining 9500 feet well before reaching
Hope, B.C., the beginning of the mountain obstructions.
As I was beginning to cross the first range I had an
uneasy feeling. Something was not as it should be. Looking down I spotted the trouble; again the alternator had
kicked off the line. With so much flight time remaining

would a faint pinprick of light signal the presence of life

below. This night segment of flight was the only time I
had to rely upon instruments.

In addition to my own radio aids, I was receiving

help from several military radars enroute, but most
helpful in maintaining track and overcoming the bore-

dom and loneliness was the Thunder Bay ATC radar.

They were the first to alert me to a significant problem being encountered. Instead of experiencing an expected tailwind component, I was now being affected
by a headwind. If this headwind was to be an influence
for too long I would definitely have a problem. In fact,
it lasted for more than six hours.

As daylight broke I was passing Sault Ste-Marie, and

was becoming increasingly aware that my progress had
slowed. Soon I realized that a modification to my routing
would be necessary if I was to reach Halifax. When I
reached North Bay, Ontario, instead of taking a northerly heading to Riviere du Loup, I altered course southerly to go direct to Halifax. While I had hoped to avoid

cutting across the state of Maine, I now found the 100
mile shortcut was essential.

I decided I had no choice but to return and attempt a

fix. Doing a 180 degree turn, I called Vancouver and
announced my intention.
You can imagine my concern as I returned; it was a
holiday weekend, my Crew Chief and all the Chapter
help had scurried home to get some sleep, and my official FAI observer had departed for points unknown. I
didn't know what to expect after I had gently settled my
overgross aircraft back onto the runway.
I was overjoyed when I saw Gerry Boudreau waiting

to marshal me in. As soon as I indicated the problem, a
friend made some phone calls and located a new alternator. By the time I picked up the new alternator, Beat

Meyer, one of the stalwart Chapter 85 members had
heard of my misfortune, and returned with his tool kit
to assist Gerry. Within 15 minutes Mike Davenport, the
observer, having heard of the difficulty on the radio, was

on site ready to reseal the tanks after refueling.

Almost too much to hope for, yet within two hours of
landing I was all set to try again. My hat is off to all

those dedicated EAAers of Chapter 85 who sacrificed
their holiday weekend to aid us. At 11:30 a.m. I was
airborne again.

The climb to 9500 feet was uneventful, albeit a little

slower as a result of the noon temperatures, and the
three hour flight across those awe inspiring mountains,

despite the time of day, was turbulence free. A few

minor detours were made to avoid building cumulus,

nevertheless all else went well.

Crossing the prairie provinces was a joy, the visibility was unlimited and the customary summer CB activity was nonexistent in the south. I could see, however,

enormous CB clouds with fully developed anvils about

100 miles north of my track. As I approached Winnipeg,

Manitoba, north of Grand Forks, ND, I was advised of

severe weather conditions across my track. I could see

the cloud build up from 100 miles back, and as I approached closer it was obvious I would be able to circumnavigate the serious cloud. So far all my navigation

had been visual backed up by ADF and VOR.

However, as I passed Winnipeg darkness was settling
in and the lights of the city were visible through patchy
cloud as I continued on. Looking eastward through,
there was total blackness. Those who have flown over
uninhabited areas at night will understand, but those
who have not, have yet to experience the feeling of total
isolation. There is not much habitation in the Thunder
Bay-North Lake Superior area, and only occasionally
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Red Morris, speaking with persuasive sweetness, was not

able to con the alternator into behaving.
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As I was taking up the new course, another problem
struck; it was my old nemesis — an electrical problem.
Again the alternator had dropped off the line and refused to be reset. Confident that the remaining six hours

of flight could be conducted under VFR conditions, I
elected to continue but to shut off all electrical drain.

Off went strobes, off went communication and navigation equipment and, most reluctantly, off went the wing
leveler.
As the sun began to climb, and as my problems were
overcome as best possible, I was now beginning to feel
the fatigue of 16 hours of flight. Losing my wing leveler
accentuated the importance of not falling asleep.
Nevertheless, there were periods when the eyes shut,
the aircraft would drift off heading, and I would reawaken as my head hit the canopy. Fortunately, this period
of relaxation lasted only for an hour as I soon became
involved in careful scrutiny of fuel consumption.
I deduced that if I could reach Sherbrooke, Quebec
while still using my rear fuselage tank, then my wing
tanks would carry me the rest of the way. Unfortunately, the rear tank went dry too soon so I had to establish another reference. Gratefully, I passed St. John,
New Brunswick while still on starboard wing so I knew
then that I would not have to land short.
With the exception of one short period, I had been
too preoccupied to become sleepy, and now that I was
only an hour and a half away from destination, the adrenalin began to flow and I was becoming excited with
the anticipation of success.
On went the radio, and I established contact with
Halifax terminal — oh, what a satisfying reward it was
to hear the reply.
Final landing was uneventful except that my tires
were rock hard from previous inflation to support 2700
Ibs.; I was now down to 1300 Ibs.
There to greet me were Chris Heintz and his wife
Anne Marie, and my official observer, Robbie Hughes.
Robbie checked the integrity of the seals on the fuel
tank covers and the barograph, and informed me that I
had been clocked at 22 hours 43 minutes and 40 sees.
We had done it, a non-stop record flight which averaged out to 121.229 mph over a great circle distance of
2750 miles. And now I could enjoy some sleep.
With the realization of success comes a recognition of
the help that is an essential ingredient to this success.
First, I had a magnificent aircraft which reflects on the
professionalism of the designer, Chris Heintz. Doug
Holtby's help in building the aircraft, and Gerry Boudreau's support throughout the project were of inestimable value.
Scores of individuals in weather offices and Air Traffic Control units did their jobs well, keeping me informed, recording times, and monitoring my progress. To
my sponsors, Zenair Ltd., Pepsi Cola Company of
Canada and Edo-Aire Ltd., I salute you for your courage
in supporting a project which did not come with a
guarantee of success. But most importantly, without the
EAA organization, particularly Chapter 41 in Toronto

and Chapter 85 in Vancouver, the whole project could
have been in jeopardy.

God bless you all.
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Spectacular weather afforded a frightening view of the rugged

Canadian Rockies.
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The Pepsi Challenger approaching Winnipeg at 9500' after
10 hours of flight.
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Oshkosh 78 Maintenance Committee — Front row, left to right, Dave Klitzke, Dave Dick, Mike Suess, Harold Gallatin,
Steve Werner, Dick Hartenslein. Roy Evans. Standing, left to right, George Butzlaff, Bernice Howard, Orrick Howard, Jim Koplitz, Marlene Ebel, Vern Lichtenberg, Curly Baker, Ernie Meixner, Russell W. Fischer, Harriet Loll
and Alma Evans.
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Oshkosh 78 Custom Built Parking — Roger Healey, left, and Ed Healey.

Oshkosh 78 Fright Line Operations Committee — Left to right, Will Schaick, Bob
Puryear, Jim Barton and Bonnie Richards.
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Oshkosh 78 Fly-By Briefing Committee —
Left to right, Bob Mason, Joan Wyland,
Don Stewart and Gus Limbach.
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Oshkosh 78 FHghf Line Safety — Left to
right, J. Moss, Jr., D. Hodgkins, R. Wagner, J. Heaton, C. Johnson, A. Rockman
and C. Harper.
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